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Port Security

About This Chapter
1.1 Introduction to Port Security
1.2 Principles
1.3 Applications

1.1 Introduction to Port Security
The port security function changes MAC addresses learned on an interface into secure MAC
addresses (including secure dynamic MAC addresses and sticky MAC addresses). Only hosts
using secure MAC addresses or static MAC addresses can communicate with the switch
through the interface. This function enhances security of the switch.

1.2 Principles
Secure MAC Address Learning
Secure MAC addresses include secure dynamic MAC addresses and sticky MAC addresses.
Differences between secure dynamic MAC addresses and sticky MAC addresses are as
follows:


Secure dynamic MAC addresses are learned on an interface where port security is
enabled but the sticky MAC function is disabled. By default, secure dynamic MAC
addresses will never be aged out. After the switch restarts, secure dynamic MAC
addresses are lost and need to be learned again.



Sticky MAC addresses are learned on an interface where both port security and sticky
MAC function are enabled. Sticky MAC addresses will not be aged out. After you save
the configuration and restart the switch, sticky MAC addresses still exist.

Before port security is enabled on an interface, MAC address entries can be configured
statically or learned dynamically on the interface. After port security is enabled on an
interface, dynamic MAC address entries that have been learned on the interface are deleted
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and MAC address entries learned subsequently turn into secure dynamic MAC address entries.
Only packets with source MAC addresses matching the secure dynamic MAC address entries
or static MAC address entries can pass through the interface. After the sticky MAC function is
enabled on the interface, existing secure dynamic MAC address entries and MAC address
entries learned subsequently on the interface turn into sticky MAC address entries. When the
number of secure MAC addresses reaches the limit, the switch stops learning MAC addresses
on the interface and takes a protection action on the interface or packets received.

Maximum Number of Secure Dynamic MAC Addresses
By default, only one secure MAC address can be learned on an interface. You can set the
maximum number of secure MAC addresses that can be learned on an interface.

Port Security Protection Action
You can configure a protection action for port security for the switch to perform when the
number of secure MAC addresses learned on an interface reaches the maximum number. The
switch supports the following protection actions:


protect: discards packets with new source MAC addresses.



restrict: discards packets with new source MAC addresses and sends a trap.



shutdown: shuts down the interface and sends a trap.

The default action is restrict.

Manually Configuring a Sticky MAC Address Entry
You can use the port-security mac-address sticky command to configure a sticky MAC
address entry.
NOTE

This document uses the commands and configuration file of the S7700 switch as an example.

Configuring Secure Dynamic MAC Address Learning
Before configuring port security on an interface, complete the following tasks:


Disable MAC address limiting on the interface.



Disable the MUX VLAN function on the interface.



Disable MAC address authentication on the interface.



Disable 802.1x authentication on the interface.



Disable MAC security for DHCP snooping.

Step 1 Enable port security on GE1/0/1.
[Switch] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1
[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port-security enable

Step 2 Set the maximum number secure MAC addresses on the interface to 5 and set the protection
action to shutdown.
[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port-security max-mac-num 5
[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port-security protect-action shutdown
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Step 3 Run the display mac-address security command to check the secure dynamic MAC address
entries learned on the interface.
[Switch] display mac-address security
------------------------------------------------------------------------------MAC Address
VLAN/VSI
Learned-From
Type
------------------------------------------------------------------------------0019-21db-25a3 1/GE1/0/1
security
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Total items displayed = 1

----End

Configuring the Sticky MAC Function
Before configuring the sticky MAC function on an interface, complete the following tasks:


Disable MAC address limiting on the interface.



Disable the MUX VLAN function on the interface.



Disable MAC address authentication on the interface.



Disable 802.1x authentication on the interface.



Disable MAC security for DHCP snooping.

Step 1 Enable port security and sticky MAC on GE1/0/2.
[Switch] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2
[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port-security enable
[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port-security mac-address sticky

Step 2 Set the maximum number secure MAC addresses on the interface to 5 and set the protection
action to shutdown.
[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port-security max-mac-num 5
[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port-security protect-action shutdown

Step 3 Add a sticky MAC address entry on GE1/0/2, in which the MAC address is 0001-0001-0001
and VLAN ID is 2.
[Switch-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port-security mac-address sticky 0001-00010001 vlan 2

Step 4 Run the display mac-address sticky command to check the learned and manually configured
sticky MAC address entries.
[Switch] display mac-address sticky
------------------------------------------------------------------------------MAC Address
VLAN/VSI
Learned-From
Type
------------------------------------------------------------------------------0025-9eff-ffff 1/GE1/0/2
sticky
0001-0001-0001 2/GE1/0/2
sticky
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Total items displayed = 2

----End
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1.3 Applications
1.3.1 Typical Application of Port Security
As shown in Figure 1-1, a company wants to prevent PCs of non-employees from accessing
the intranet to protect information security. To achieve this goal, the company needs to enable
the sticky MAC function on the user-side interface GE1/0/1 of Switch and set the maximum
number of secure MAC addresses learned on the interface to be the same as the number of
trusted devices.
Figure 1-1 Typical application of port security

Configuration file of Switch
#
sysname Switch
#
vlan batch 10
#
interface GigabitEthernet1/0/1
port link-type trunk
port trunk allow-pass vlan 10
port-security enable
port-security protect-action protect
port-security max-mac-num 4
port-security mac-address sticky
#
return
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